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Author Correction: Comparison 
of weather station and climate 
reanalysis data for modelling 
temperature‑related mortality
Malcolm N. Mistry, Rochelle Schneider, Pierre Masselot, Dominic Royé, Ben Armstrong, 
Jan Kyselý, Hans Orru, Francesco Sera, Shilu Tong, Éric Lavigne, Aleš Urban, 
Joana Madureira, David García‑León, Dolores Ibarreta, Juan‑Carlos Ciscar, Luc Feyen, 
Evan de Schrijver, Micheline de Sousa Zanotti Stagliorio Coelho, Mathilde Pascal, 
Aurelio Tobias, Multi‑Country Multi‑City (MCC) Collaborative Research Network*, 
Yuming Guo, Ana M. Vicedo‑Cabrera & Antonio Gasparrini

Correction to: Scientific Reports https:// doi. org/ 10. 1038/ s41598- 022- 09049-4, published online 25 March 2022

The original version of this Article contained an error in Affiliation 25, which was incorrectly given as ‘Faculty 
of Medicine ArqFuturo INSPER, University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil’. The correct affiliation is listed below.

Faculty of Medicine, University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

The original Article has been corrected.
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